
Assistive Technology 
Made Simple!

Creating simple strategies through Assistive 
Technology to help children with autism participate 

in family, school, and community life!
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OUHSC, Oklahoma Assistive Technology Center



AT Consultations in the school setting (FREE!)
AT Evaluations in the school setting ($500.00)
AT Team training for school districts (FREE!)
Computer lab trainings (FREE!)
AT equipment loan program (FREE!)

www.theoatc.org for forms, resources and 
information.

Who we are…

Through a contract with the Oklahoma State
Department of Education, Special Education 
Services, OATC provides:



Definition of Assistive 
Technology (AT)

“any item, piece of equipment or 
product system whether acquired 
commercially off the shelf, modified, or 
customized that is used to increase or 
improve functional capabilities of 
individuals with disabilities.”

(PL 100-407; Technical Assistance to the State Act)



Assistive Technology is…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Computer access
positioning and mobility
augmentative communication
work modification
curricular adaptation
visual/hearing aids
adaptive recreation/leisure/play
services that assist in the selection, acquisition, or use  of 
any of the above device types



Key Points
“commercial, modified, and customized 
devices”

“functional capabilities”

“individuals with disabilities”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.  This definition includes a wide range of devices and applications.
2.  The definition stresses that AT should enhance the individual’s 
functional capabilities---not his or her performance on standardized
tests.
3.  This definition stresses the importance of the individual--no two 
people are the same and each person’s AT needs should be considered 
based on his her her unique abilities/needs, environmental demands,
task requirements, etc. 



Areas of Consideration
Positioning
Mobility
Self-Care
Environmental 
Control
Recreation, 
Leisure, Play

Visual Aids 
Augmentative 
Communication
Assistive Listening
Curricular 
Adaptation (reading, 
writing, learning)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AT is broad and applies to many areas.  Hence the need for a team 
approach.  No single individual can determine an individual’s AT needs.



Range of Options
No Tech

Low Tech: inexpensive, simple, few 
moving parts, easy to obtain

High-Tech:  expensive, often have an 
electric component, more difficult to 
make, &/or harder to obtain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No Tech:  More like an accommodation or modification.  Doing 
something in a different way.

Low Tech:  eye gaze boards, dycem placed in a chair, simple 
adaptations to toys, modified pointers, etc.  Usually do not have a 
computer chip.

High Tech:  Usually have a computer chip or electrical component 
(computer software/hardware; augmentative communication device,
power wheelchair, environmental control, etc.)



Low/Mid Tech



High Tech



AT for Behavior



Social Stories:

teach and facilitate positive behaviors
usually written in the first-person 
usually written in present-tense 
provide more information about the 
social situation than you think the student 
needs 
prepare children to act appropriately



Using Social Stories



Social Story Resource

www.sandbox-learning.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can create profiles for students, including appearance, communication mode, etc.
Customize story with school name, interests, etc.
Buy story for 8.99 and can print unlimited and use unlimited profiles.



Social Story Resources

Mayer-johnson.com
My Social Stories Book 
The New Social Story Book 
Social Skills Stories
More Social Skills Stories 

Kansasasd.com
Social Narratives



PowerPoint Social Story



First Then Board



Token Systems



Time Out Board



Time Timer

Comes in 
8” X 8”
3” X 3”

onionmountaintech.com
No sound 
(ticking/alarm)



Visual Supports for Rules



AT for the Curriculum



Visual Supports Test (Hodgdon, 1995)

Do you use a shopping list when you go to the grocery store?
Do you use a calendar, palm pilot, or day timer to organize 

your life?
Have you ever left a note for yourself?
Have you ever left a note for your spouse/friend/parent?
Would you need a recipe to make something like “Cherries 

Jubilee”?
Do you refer to the printed instructions or picture diagram

when assembling a toy or appliance?
Have you ever pointed to a picture to let someone know what 

you want?
Do you wait for the “Walk” sign before you cross the street?
Do you read the menu before you order?
Do you look at the sign on the bathroom door before you 

enter?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visual schedules can enhance communication.



In the typical 
school/home environment:

1. “A majority of the information is given 
verbally

2. It is frequently assumed that the 
student already knows or remembers 
specific information

3. The assumption that students already 
know results in information not being 
given at all.” (Hodgdon, 1995).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Directly from handout made by Stef. We assume that the student remembers the information. Auditory information is fleeting especially if a distracting environment




Why use visual schedules?

provides structure and predictability 
(which can be VERY effective in 
decreasing undesirable behaviors).
makes abstract time concepts, such 
as “later”, “next”, or “last”, more 
concrete.
can be used to learn new vocabulary 
& language concepts.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Directly from handout made by Stef. 
It can be used as early communiication 



Why use visual 
schedules?

can help the child with unexpected 
changes in the regular schedule.
can help the child transition from 
one activity to the next.
can increase independence!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Directly from handout made by Stef. Provides predictability and routine. Children who are autistic need the structure. Remember to add in tornado
Time concepts are more concrete.  Not in itself a communication device. Can be used for task analysis and provide structure.





Visual Schedule Example
 

Visual Schedule handout page 65

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In visual schedule handout  page 65
Picture symbols representing activities to the left
Specific activity currently being worked on to the right
Finished pocket below current activity where picture symbols will be placed when the activity is “finished”

Student needed the help of a picture support to know where he needed to be during group activities.  Having the picture “spot” on the carpet gave him boundaries of where he needed to be sitting

Took 1year and half to get him fully included.
Go to your spot





Visual Schedule Example

Make schedules 
accessible in ALL 
environments.
Make them 
portable.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 68

3-ring binder with same concept as the prior example.
Allows student to carry the notebook
Is more assessable to changing/storing pictures throughout other environments

Tornado drill, fire drill





Visual Schedule Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visual schedule handout page 66

Example of a schedule that would be used with a reader who still needed the support to get through the day
Can mark it off



Visual Schedule Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Task analysis for washing hands that is located above the sink
Can’t generalize
So use line drawings



Work Task Board



http://www.setbc.org/projects/vss/docs/pg18.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objects being paired with picture symbols.  
E.g. of independent work time. Match symbol with work schedule with symbol support
Changed for seasons e.g. cupid for seasons



Let’s Read!



BookWorm

By AbleNet
Allows 
student to 
listen to a 
book page by 
page.
Encourages 
independent 
reading.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BookWorm provides a simple and friendly way for students with disabilities to "read" their favorite books or classroom worksheets. By attaching the book pages or worksheets to BookWorm, teachers can ensure that all students enjoy a similar reading experience. It takes less than 15 minutes to prepare-just select a book, clip it onto BookWorm, attach page detectors and record each sentence. Students are able to "read" the book by listening to your recorded voice. They can read together with their peers or use headphones to read by themselves. Features high-quality sound output for maximum learning retention. Single-switch accessible. 239.00 

New lower price of 179.00

 8-minute re-recordable module 
Crystal clear sound 
Adjustable volume 
Removable memory allows for saving recording to build a library 
Additional memory modules available 
Variable message lengths within the 8 minutes of recording time 
External switch jack for sequential playback 
Headphone jack for reading independently 
Book adaptation materials included for 4 books 
Requires four AA batteries (not included) 



Storyboards

allow a child 
to “interact”
with the story 
using 
manipulatives.
they are no 
longer just 
sitting on the 
sidelines!



AT for Communication



Who Needs AAC?

Students who:
• use little or no speech
• speech is unintelligible
• have a difficult time understanding 

spoken language
• have moderate speech/language 

difficulties and need support for 
some communicative situations

• have learning disabilities who need 
picture support for literacy.



In other words…

Anyone whose communicative needs 
aren’t met through traditional oral 
speech



Stop me if you’ve heard this one…

“Billy Bob doesn’t need a device 
because we already know everything 
he wants or needs.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May need to help parents and caregivers understand that there are communication needs in environments other than home.  Have to consider something that will allow them to communicate to partners that have no knowledge of sign for ex.

Young children/infants have very different communication partner needs.  Their parents or primary caregivers likely already have an intimate language system developed.  

Oftentimes, sign language works well for these families and it can be difficult for families to realize a future when communication partners expand and communication needs change.  I encourage families to consider this when they are exploring AAC options and sometimes see multi-modal communication systems develop and used in different environments.  E.g., may use signs at home, photographs/symbols/voice output at school.




Things to consider:

There are communication needs in many 
different environments.

home, school, grocery store, playground, etc.
Communicative needs change.
Communicative partners vary.
Consider using a multi-modal communication 
system.  (could be a combination of systems 
that vary in different environments.)



Range of Options
No Tech: do not require technology.

Ex. Sign language, gestures, eye gaze, simple communication 
boards, alphabet board, etc.

Low/Mid-Tech: include digitized 
communication devices that store recorded 
messages.  A message is often represented by 
a word or symbol.

Ex.  BIGmack, Tech/Speak, 7-Level Communication Builder, etc.

High-Tech: computerized devices featuring 
synthesized speech and multiple access 
methods.  Some offer environmental controls, 
phone access, and computer access. 

Ex. Dynavox, Vantage, Mercury, etc.



Where do symbols come from?

Ready Made Boards
Make your own with Boardmaker
Websites
Pyramid Educational Products
Photos
Magazines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ready Made-Engineering environments books-MJ

Be consistent



When to Use What!

If the student is cognitively:
below 12 months, consider using objects
12-18 months, consider using photos
above 18 months, consider using symbols



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we see a lot of times is a “drill” format for teaching symbol recognition.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a better approach.  Give them a choice. “Oh, you picked red.”  Then present the cupcakes and see if s/he actually picks the cupcake with the red frosting.  Is so, then you know they understand the symbol for red color choice.  If they instead pick the cupcake with green frosting then you’ve got the perfect opportunity to model the symbols and their choice for them.  “Well, you pointed to red but you picked green.  See this one says green.  That was your choice.”



Using Symbols for Choice-Making

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We always need to remember wait time!!  Give the individual time to process their choice.  In this instance you can see her little head looking around at the different centers.  She’s probably processing who’s at what center and who does she want to be with.  Also notice that when the little girl before her makes her choice of sand table the teacher removes that choice from the board and announces that the sand table is full.



PECS…Not to be confused with PICS

PECS-picture exchange communication 
system.

“specific protocol for teaching expressive use of 
pictures for an individual to communicate wants 
and needs, and to comment about the world.”

Using pictures for communication DOES 
NOT mean you are using PECS.



Low/Mid-Tech Devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May submit that instead or save as a plan B.

Best practice is at least 3



High-Tech Devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May submit that instead or save as a plan B.

Best practice is at least 3

http://www.blink-twice.com/


Repeat After Me:

Try before you buy!

Try before you buy!

Try before you buy!

Try before you buy!

Try before you buy!

Try befo
re you buy!

Try before you buy!

Try bef
ore you buy!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So often we go to schools and make a RECOMMENDATION and then we’ll get a phone call asking for ordering info before the school’s tried the device. Or we’ll find out the school has gone out and just bought it.

So often a device is great in theory, but after trying it with Junior…you may find it isn’t going to work at all.
Be Wary, however and don’t confuse this with potential.



Device Trials
Try before you buy!
Keep data.
Videotape individual using the 
equipment.
Train the student’s communicative 
partners.
Try several systems to determine the 
most effective and cost efficient 
one.
Keep trials functional!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May submit that instead or save as a plan B.

Best practice is at least 3



Screaming and Crying and 
Yells…Oh My!

“Inappropriate” Communication 
Methods

can easily be misunderstood for lower 
forms of communication when in fact they 
are quite advanced and EFFECTIVE.
investigate the function of the behavior to 
understand the                           
communicative intent

Behavior Motivation Scale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you always give me M&M’s when I scream…I learn that screaming gets me what I want.
The BMS may help you determine the reason behind the unwanted behavior…
Once you know the motivation, you can replace it with an appropriate behavior.




Applications for 
Home & Community



Visual Schedule/Social Story 
Example

http://www.cesa7.k12.wi.us/sped/autism/structure/str11.htm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schedule that student used while in the doctors office with social scripts.
Using a clip board like this is nice to store other schedules/pictures



Now we’re cookin’!



Helping around the House

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples:
Boardmaker number recognition or correspndance
Visual recipe 
Provide manipulatives with the picture-based math and Applying math concepts to life situations
will help students who struggle with the written symbols
Learn what numbers mean since they receive the items back



Self-Care at Home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change to classroom labels and sequence steps



Resources for AT

Oklahoma ABLE tech:
http://www.ok.gov/abletech/
1-800-257-1705

OATC:
www.theoatc.org
1-800-700-6282



Contact Information

Amanda Porter:
amanda-porter@ouhsc.edu
1-800-700-6282

Emily Boyett:
emily-boyett@ouhsc.edu
1-800-700-6282
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